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2.

Any person deeming himself aggrieved by this Order may appeal against this Order to the
Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, Ahmedabad Bench within three
months from the date of its communication. The appeal must be addressed to the Assistant
Registrar, Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, 2nd Floor, Bahumali
Bhavan, Nr. Girdhar Nagar Bridge, Girdhar Nagar, Asarwa, Ahmedabad - 380004
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The Appeal should be filed in Form No. C.A.3. lt shall be signed by the persons specified in
sub-rule (2) of Rule 3 of the Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982. lt shall be filed in quadruplicate
and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order appealed against (one
of which at least shall be certified copy). All supporting documents of the appeal should be
forwarded in quadruplicate.
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4. The Appeal including the statement of facts and the grounds of appeal shall be filed in
quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order
appealed against (one of which at least shall be a certified copy.)
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The form of appeal shall be in English or Hindi and should be set forth concisely and under
distinct heads of the grounds of appeals without any argument or narrative and such
grounds should be numbered consecutively.
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6.

The prescribed fee under the provisions of Section '129A of the Customs Act, 1962 shall be
paid through a crossed demand draft, in favour of the Assistant Registrar of the Bench of the
Tribunal, of a branch of any Nationalized Bank located at the place where the Bench is
situated and the demand draft shall be attached to the form of appeal.
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An appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment of 7.5% of the duty
demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where penalty alone is
in dispute".
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8.

The copy of this order attached therein should bear an appropriate court fee stamp as
prescribed under the Court Fees Act, 1870.

Sub. Show Cause Notice No. Vlll/10-22lCommrlO&N2021-22 dated 09.03.2022 issued by the
Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad to M/s Chandan Steel Ltd. located at 504, SukhSagar,
N S Patker Marg (Hughes Road), Chowpatty, Mumbai 400 007.
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M/s Chandan Steel Limited, having registered office premises at

504,

-

400 007, and
SukhSagar, N.S Patker Marg (Hughes road), Chowpatty, Mumbai
having factory at Plot No.31-36, 45 to 49, GIDC lndustrial Area, Survey No.10212,
Umbergaon, Valsad-396171, holders of IEC No.0391129741 (hereinafter referred to as
the Noticee) are manufacturers of stainless steel, pipes, tubes, billets, bright bars,
angles, section, flanges etc. For the purpose of their manufacturing process they have
been importing/procuring Quick Lime from the suppliers M/s Carmeuse Majan LLC
(SFZ), Salalah, Sultanate of Oman and also from M/s Uma Lime lndustry LLC, UAE.

2.

lntelligence gathered by the Officers of Directorate of Revenue lntelligence,
Mangalore Regional Unit, Mangalore indicated that the Noticee were classifying the
goods i.e. Quick Lime under Chapter Tariff Heading No. 25221000. However,
intelligence gathered indicated that Quick Lime imported by the importers contains
Calcium Oxide (CaO) in pure state having total CaO content of more than 94%.
Explanatory Notes to HSN appended to Chapter Tariff Heading No.2522 stipulated that
the said Chapter covered products which were in the crude state and purified Calcium
Oxide was excluded from the said Chapter. Further, as per web portal of the supplier
M/s Carmeuse Majan LLC (SFZ), High Calcium Quick Lime is produced from
limestone containing over 98% Calcium Carbonate. Therefore, it appeared that the
goods were liable to be classified under Chapter Tariff Heading No.28259090 attracting
BCD @ 7.5 % and IGST @ 18% and as such there was a short payment of Customs
Duty on account of misclassification of the imported High Calcium Quick Lime.

3.

Upon completion of the investigation, the Principal Additional Director General,
Directorate of Revenue lntelligence, Bangalore Zonal Unit had issued Show Cause
Notice F. No. DRI/BZUIMRU/1/ENQ-O3(|NT-01y2020 dated 28.05.2020 to the Noticee,
covering the period trom 23.03.2018 to 05.03.2020 wherein the classification of Quick
Lime imported under Chapter Tariff Heading No.25221000 was proposed to be rejected
and classified under Chapter Tariff Heading No.28259090 of the Customs Tariff Act,
1975 and also demanding the differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs. 98,74,8221-.
The said Show Cause Notice was adjudicated by the Principal Commissioner of
Customs, Ahmedabad vide Order-in-Original (OlO) No. AHM-CUSTM-000-COM0007-20-2'l daled 22.09.2020 wherein he rejected the classification of Quick Lime
under Chapter Tariff Heading No.25221000 and ordered the same to be classified
under Chapter Tariff Heading No.28259090 of the Customs Tariff Act, "1975. He also
confirmed the Customs Duty of Rs.98,74,8221- and ordered to pay the Duty along with
applicable interest.

4.

The Noticee had been regularly importing Quick Lime under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.25221000 even in the further period i.e. 06.03.2020 to 05.12.2020 wherein
they classified the goods under CTH 2522 and had paid the Basic Customs Duty @
BCD 5%, Social Welfare Surcharge @ 10Yo on BCD and also IGST rate @ 5% on
import of goods. Subsequently, with effect trom 06.12.2020, the Noticee started to
classify the imported Quick Lime under Chapter Tariff Heading No.28259090 and paid
the Customs Duty@ BCD 7.5%, Social Welfare Surcharge @ 10% on BCD and also
IGST rate @ 18% "Under Protest" on import of the said goods. ln view of the above,
they were requested to provide the details of import of Quick Lime for the period
subsequent to 05.03.2020 and Duty paid thereon. ln response, the Noticee submitted
the details of imported Quick Lime vide letter dated NIL (received in the Office of the
Deputy Commissioner of Customs, lCD, Tumb on 28.09.2021). Scrutiny of such details
revealed that the Noticee had classified Quick Lime under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.25221000 during the period from 06.03.2020 to 05.12.2020 and paid Customs Duty
@ BCD 5%, Social Welfare Surcharge @ 10% on BCD and also IGST rate @ 5% and
later, classified the imported Quick Lime under Chapter Tariff Heading No.28259090
during the period from 06.12.2020 to 31.08.2021 and paid Customs Duty "Under
Protest"@ BCD 7.5o/o, Social Welfare Surcharge @ 10% on BCD and also IGST rate
@ 18Yo. M/s. Chandan Steel had also submitted various letters (RUD-02) wherein they
declared that the Duty had been paid "Under Protest" on import of Quick Lime.
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5.

The Material Test Certificates of Quick Lime, submitted by the Noticee vide letter
dated '1 1.10.2021, indicated that the total CaO contents in the Quick Lime imported was
in the range of 95 % lo 97 o/o (except in BE No. 8502604 where it is 90.33%) and the
percentage of impurities was negligible as evident from the table enclosed to the Show
Cause Notice as Annexure C. The Load Port Analysis Reports submitted by the
Noticee in respect of above Bills of Entry had the specitications as mentioned in
Annexure C to the Show Cause Notice.

6.

Analysis/ scrutiny of the documents of the Noticee revealed the following facts

)
F
F
D

F

)
F

F

)

7.

The Noticee is classifying the 'Quick Lime' imported by them under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.25221000.
The imported Quick Lime contains more than 94% of Calcium Oxide(CaO) as per
the Material Test Certificates submitted by the Noticee.
Quick Lime which was classified by the Noticee under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.25221000, attracted 5% BCD, Social Welfare Surcharge@10% on BCD and
|GST @ 5%.
The classification of the goods under Customs Tariff was governed by the
principles set out in the General Rules for lnterpretation of lmport Tariff. Rule 6 of
the General Rules for the lnterpretation of lmport Tariff stipulates lhat'for legal
purposes, the classification of goods in the sub-headings of a heading shall be
determined according to the terms of those sub-headings and any related subheading Notes and, mutatis mutandis, to the above rules, on the understanding
that only sub-headings at the same level are comparable. For the purposes of
this rule, the relative Section and Chapter Notes a/so apply, unless the context
othervvise requires.' Accordingly, the classification of goods in the sub-headings
of a heading would be determined according to the terms of those sub-headings,
the purposes of its structure and its scope based on the Harmonized System of
Nomenclatu re.

As per Explanatory Notes given in HSN in respect of Tariff ltem 2522, purilied
Calcium Oxide was excluded from Heading 2522 and classifiable under Heading
2825.
Chapter Note No.1 to Chapter 25 clearly stipulated that the Headings of the said
Chapter covered only products which were in the crude state, but not products
subjected to processing beyond that mentioned in each heading.
As per Explanatory Notes given in HSN in respect of Tariff ltem 2825, the
Heading covered Calcium Oxide(CaO) in pure state, which contained practically
no clay, iron oxide, manganese oxide etc.
The Quick Lime imported by them contained these impurities i.e. SiOz (clay), lron
Oxide (FezOs) and Magnesium Oxide (MgO) only in traces of the total
composition and were practically non-existent.
lt was evident from the Bills of Entry filed from 06.03.2020 lo 05.12.2020 that the
Noticee had mis-declared the imported Quick Lime under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.2522 instead of Chapter Tariff Heading No.2825 in order to avail lower rate of
Customs Duty and thereby to avoid higher incidence of Customs Duty.

Explanatory Notes to HSN
appended to Chapter Tariff Heading No.2522 and Chapter Tariff Heading No.2825, it
appeared that the imported goods, declared to be "Lump Lime (Quick Lime'10-65
MM)", is liable to be classified under Chapter Tariff Heading No. 28259090. Resultantly,
the benefit of exemption in terms of Sr. No. 120 of Notification No. 50/2017-Cus is not
admissible in respect of the impugned goods and the same attract Customs Duty as

ln view of the foregoing discussions and the

under:

Basic Customs Duty 7.5% Vide entry Sl. No.169 of notification No.50/2017-Cus

I

TBCDI

dated 30.06.2017.

Social Welfare Cess 10%
[SWSIon BCD
lntegrated Tax IGST] 1B%

Vide entry Sl. No.39 of Schedule-lll to notification
No. 0 1 /20'1 7-l

ntegrated Tax (Rate) daled 28.06.2017
4

8.

On the basis of information submitted by M/s. Chandan Steel, the total differential
Customs Duty short paid, is summarized as under:-

Period of

lssue

import
Misclassification of 06.03.2020
imported Quick Lime
to
under Chapter Tariff 05.12.2020
Heading
No.25221000
instead of right
classification
28259090
Classification of 06.12.2020
imported Quick Lime
to
under Chapter Tariff 31.08.2021
Heading

No.28259090

duty paid

Total duty Total duty Differential Attach ment
(in payable (in paid
Duty
payable (in
(in Rs.)
Rs.)
Rs.)
Rs.)
Details as
per
Annexure A
I ,95,62,919/- 54,25,776t- 21,07 ,906t- 33,17,870tattached to
the SCN
Declared

value

2,44,69,386t-

67,86,584t-

67,86,586/-

0

Details as
per
Annexure B
to the SCN

and

under

Protest

8.1

The information submitted by the Noticee reveals that they had imported 2762.84
MTs of Quick Lime valued at Rs.1,95,62,919/- (Rupees One Crore Ninety Five Lakhs
Sixty Two Thousand Nine Hundred and Nineteen only) under Chapter Tariff Heading
No. 25221000 instead of Chapter Tariff Heading No.28259090 during the period from
06.03.2020 lo 05.12.2020 and accordingly short paid Customs Duty amounting to
Rs.33,17,870/-(Rupees Thirty Three Lakhs Seventeen Thousand Eight Hundred
and Seventy only)(as detailed at Annexure A to the Show Cause Notice). The said
short paid Customs Duty amounting to Rs.33,17,870/-(Rupees Thirty Three Lakhs
Seventeen Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy only) is liable to be recovered from
them under Section 28(1 ) of the Customs Act, 1962 along with appropriate Interest
under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

8.2

Later, the importer had classified the imported Quick Lime under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.28259090 and imported 3437.56 MTs of goods valued at Rs.2,44,69,386/(Rupees Two Crore Forty Four Lakhs Sixty Nine Thousand Three Hundred and
Eighty Six only) during the period from 06.12.2020 to 31.08.2021 and paid Customs
Duty amounting to Rs.67,86,586/-(Sixty Seven Lakhs Eighty Six Thousand Five
Hundred and Eighty Six only) (as detailed at Annexure B to the Show Cause Notice)
"Under Protest".

9.

Letter F.No.Vllllll-22l0ommr.lO&N2021-22 dated 09.02.2022 was issued to the
Noticee in terms of Regulation 3(2) of the Pre-Notice Consultation Regulations, 2018
regarding proposal to issue Show Cause Notice demanding Customs Duty of
Rs.1,01,04,456/- (Rs. One Crore, One Lakh, Four Thousand, Four Hundred and
Fifty Six only) on the following grounds:
a) The goods viz. Quick Lime has been wrongly classified under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.25221 000, whereas it should have been correctly classified under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.28259090. The rate of BCD & IGST in case of Chapter Tariff Heading
No.25221000 is 5% each, whereas the rate of BCD & IGST in case of Chapter Tariff
Heading No.28259090 is 7.5o/o and 18% respectively. Thus, the demand of differential
Customs Duty to the tune of Rs.1,01,04,456i- for the period from 06.03.2020 to
31.08.2021 arises.

b) The protest lodged in respect of Duty to the tune of Rs.67,86,586/- paid "Under
Protest", out of the total demand of Rs.1,01,04,456/- is proposed to be vacated.
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c) Charging of lnterest and imposition of penalty is sought to be proposed on such
Customs Duty demand of Rs.1,01,04,456/-

The Noticee were also requested to file their written submissions, if any, in terms of
Regulation 3(2) of the Pre-Notice Consultation Regulations, 2018.

10. The Noticee, vide their reply dated 09.02.2022, submitted as under:
(i) As no (new) grounds have been given for change of classification and

(ii)

demanding differential Customs Duty, they presume that as earlier Show
Cause Notice No.09/2020 DRI-BZU, DRI F.No.DR|/BZUIMRU/1/ENQ-03(|NT01)12020 dated 28.05.2020 was issued in respect of earlier imports, the
grounds appear to be the same.
They are not agreeable to the classification as proposed by the Department on
the grounds mentioned in their reply dated 24.06.2020 given in respect of
earlier Show Cause Notice and also the subsequent email dated 27.07.2020
and the submissions made during the personal hearing before the then
Principal Commissioner of Customs.
learned Principal Commissioner had passed the Order for the earlier
period vide OIO No.AHM-CUSTM-000-COM-0007-20-21 dated 22.09.2020
against them confirming demands against which they have already filed an
28J02020 being Appeal
appeal before
Hon'ble CESTAT
No.C/1 0705/2020-DB.
They have requested to issue proper Show Cause Notice giving detailed
reasons for the proposed classification and thereafter they will file written
submissions after studying the reasons mentioned in the Show Cause Notice
issued under Section 28 of the Customs Act, 1962.

(iii) The

the

(iv)

on

11. ln view of the above facts, Show Cause Notice F.No. Vlll/1022lCommrlO&N2021-22 dated 9.3.2022 was issued wherein the Noticee were called
upon to show cause as to why:(i)

Classification of Quick Lime under Chapter Tariff Heading No.25221000
made by them at the time of import of Quick Lime in respect of the Bills of
Entry referred in the Annexure-A to the Notice should not be rejected and
instead be classified under Chapter Tariff Heading No.28259090 of the
Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and that Customs Duty on the subject goods should
not be levied at applicable rates corresponding to the Chapter Tariff Heading
No.28259090;

(ii)

Differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs.33,17,8701(Rupees Thirty Three
Lakhs Seventeen Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy only) on impugned
goods, as detailed in Annexure A to the Notice, should not be demanded and
recovered from them under Section 28(1) ofthe Customs Act,1962;

(iii)

lnterest at applicable rate should not be demanded and recovered from them
on the said differential Customs Duty, as mentioned at para (ii) above, under
Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962;

(iv)

Protest lodged by them in respect of Customs Duty paid "Under Protest" (for
the period from 06.12.2020 to 31.08.202'l as mentioned in Annexure -B to
this Show Cause Notice) should not be vacated and the said Customs Duty
amounting to Rs.67,86,586/-(Rupees Sixty Seven Lakhs Eighty Six
Thousand Five Hundred and Eighty Six only) should not be demanded in
terms of the provisions of Section 28(1) of the Customs Act, 1 962 and
appropriated towards such demand.
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Defence submissions

12.

The Noticee filed their written submissions vide their letter dated 1,4.2022
wherein it was submitted that:

)

They enclosed the page downloaded from the website of Carmeuse Majan LLC
(SDZ) for the product Quick Lime and the HS code indicated on the portal page is
25221000. That the page nowhere stated that the CaO content was more than 98%

F

The page downloaded from the website of RAS Al Khaimah Line Co. also shows the
HS code as 25221000 and the page nowhere stated that the CaO content was more
than 98%

)

The allegation regarding classification of Quick Lime under STH 28259090 was not
supported by any documentary evidence.

)

Chapter Note 1 to Chapter 25 did not lay down the percentage of CaO in Quick Lime
falling under CTH 2522.

F

Explanatory Note 1 I to CTH 2825 stipulated that the said heading covered only CaO
in the pure state containing particularly no clay, iron oxide, magnesium oxide, etc.
and the product is obtained by preclpitating calcium carbonate.

F

Explanatory Note 11 to CTH 2825 stipulated that the product is crystalline, generally
colorless and used in particular for refractory lining for furnaces in the manufacture
of crucibles. The goods imported by them were not crystalline but in lump form and
were not used for refractory lining of furnace.

F

The Quick Lime imported by them contained impurities and was not obtained by
precipitating calcium carbonate.

>

HSN Notes had a binding legal force. Reliance was placed on the case laws of M/s
Y S Enterprises reported al 2016 (343) ELT 551 (T) and M/s Wood Crafts Products
Ltd. reported at 1995 (77) ELT 23 (SC).

F

Rule 3 of the General Rules for interpretation of the schedule stipulated that if the
goods are prima facie classifiable under one or more headings, classification will be
in a heading which provides a more general description. Cf H 25221000 specifically
covered Quick Lime. Reliance was placed on the case laws of M/s VAC Met Corp P
Ltd. reported at 1985 (24 ELf 330 (SC) and M/s lndia Metals & Ferro Alloys Ltd.
reported at 1991 (51) ELT 165 (SC) in this regard.

F Circular No. 11216/91-CX dated 10.7.1991 stipulates that when there is a specific
mention of lime, the goods merit classification under heading 2505.60 and not under
cTH 2825

F

Reliance was also placed on the case law of M/s Bhadradri Minerals P Ltd. reported
at2015 (324) ELT 395 (T) in support of their arguments.

Record of Personal Hearing

13. Personal hearing in the matter was held on 30.06.2022, through virtual mode,
wherein Ms. Kiran Doiphode, Advocate appeared on behalf of the Noticee and
reiterated the submissions in their written reply dated 1.04.2022.

Discussion and findings

14.

I have carefully gone through the Show Cause Notice, relevant case records and
the Noticee's submissions both, in written and in person.
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15. The crux of the matter for determination is whether the goods viz. Quick
Lime imported by the Noticee merit classification under GTH 25221000 or
28259090.

16.

lt has been contended that the pages

downloaded from the website of their
suppliers viz. Carmeuse Majan LLC (SDZ) and RAS Al Khaimah Line Co. reveals that
the HS code has been declared as 25221000. ln this regard it is to mention that
classification of goods is not dependant on the declaration made by the suppliers on
their website. Rather, classification of the goods is dependent on the characteristics of
the goods under consideration, the relevant Chapter Notes and the General Rules of
lnterpretation. Thus, the contention of the Noticee is not sustainable.

17.

The Noticee argued that Chapter Note 1 to Chapter 25 did not lay down the
percentage of CaO in Quick Lime falling under CTH 2522. For a better appreciation of
Chapter Note 1 to Chapter 25 it would be prudent to arrive at a proper interpretation of
the same. The text of the same is reproduced under:
Except where their context or Note 4 to this Chapter otherwise requires,
the headings of this Chapter cover only products which are in the crude
sfate or which have been washed (even with chemical substances
eliminating the impuities without changing the structure of the
product), crushed, ground, powdered, levigated, sifted, screened,
concentrated by flotation, magnetic separation or other mechanical or
physical processes (except crystallization), but not products that have
been roasted, calcined, obtained by mixing
subjected to
processing beyond that mentioned in each heading.
The first and the foremost principle laid down in the above note is that only products that
are in their crude state are covered under the scope of Chapter 25. Secondly, washing
with chemical substances have also been allowed subject to the condition that the
structure of the product should not be changed. These facts indicate that though the
percentage of CaO has not been specified in Note, the principle has been made clear
that there should be no change in the structure ofthe product.

or

17.1 For further appreciation of the matter, it is to mention that Explanatory Notes to
HSN has a legal binding force as has also been contended by the Noticee. Note 1 to
Chapter 25 of the HSN Explanatory Notes is reproduced under:
As provided in Note 1, this chapter covers, except where the context
otherwise requires, mineral product only in the crude state or washed
(including washing with chemical substances to eliminate impurities
provided that the structure of the product itself is not changed),
crushed, ground, powdered, levigated, srfted, screened, concentrated by
floatation, magnetic separation or other mechanical or physical processes
(not including crystallization). The products of this chapter may also be
heated to remove moisture or impurities or for other purposes,

provided the heat treatment does not modify the chemical or
crystalline structure. However. other heat treatments o Roas
fusion or calcina nd are not allowed. unless specificall v oermitted bv
headinq text. Thus , for example, heat treatment which could entail a
change in physical or chemical structure is allowed for products of heading
25.13 and 25.17, because the text of these headings specifically refer to
heat treatment.

The above note supplements Chapter Note 1 to Chapter 25 to the effect that the
products should be in their crude state and no change of the structure of the product is
permitted. Further, the above note stipulates that modification of the chemical or
crystalline structure is not permitted owing to heat treatment. The same principle has
also been made applicable to washing with chemical substances wherein it has been
specifically mentioned that the structure of the product should not be changed. The
language employed in the above note amply clarifies the primary objective to the effect
8

that the product should be in its crude state and the exceptions carved out are subject
to fulfilment of the primary objective. Thus, the underlying principle emerging from Note
1 to Chapter 25 of the HSN Explanatory Notes is that processes such as washing with
chemical substances, roasting, calcinations, fusion, etc. are permitted subject to the
condition that the structure of the product is not altered or modified.

17.2 ln a nutshell, the primary objective of Note 1 to Chapter 25 of the

HSN

Explanatory Notes and Chapter Note 1 of Chapter 25 of the first schedule to the
Customs Tariff is that the products falling under the said Chapter should be in crude
form. This fact is evident from the introductory sentence in both the above notes.
Another principle emanating from the above notes is that certain processes have been
permitted against the specific sub-headings but such processes are also subject to the
primary condition that the structure of the product should not change.

17.3 ln the instant case, the imported goods i.e. Quicklime have admittedly been
obtained from calcination of limestone. Para 12(iii) of the reply dated 1.4.2022 and the
Manufacturing Process enclosed at Page No. 98 to the reply dated 1.4.2022 reveals that
the Noticee have expressly mentioned that Calcium Oxide is produced from calcination
of limestone containing 98% of calcium carbonate in vertical kiln. The direct inference of
such submissions is that limestone has been obtained from the mines and as such the
product in crude form is'limestone'. Further, implication is that Calcium Oxide has been
produced by subjecting limestone to the process of calcination. Chemistry denotes the
formula CaCOg to limestone and the chemical name for such product is Calcium
Carbonate. As against the same, the formula denoted to Quicklime is CaO and the same
is chemically named Calcium Oxide. These facts clearly demonstrate that the process of
calcination was undertaken by the supplier of the goods and such process has aitered
the structure of 'limestone - CaCOa' to 'Quicklime - CaO'. Further, this fact also implies
that the product obtained from the mines is 'limestone' and not 'Quicklime' and as such
the product in its crude state is 'limestone' but the same cannot be said of 'Quicklime'
since it is a product emerging from the process of calcination undertaken on the
limestone. ln light of such circumstantial facts of the case at hand, Quicklime cannot be
said to be in its crude form and also the processes undertaken by the supplier of the
goods has changed the structure of the goods from Calcium Carbonate to Calcium
Oxide. Therefore, the primary objective of Note 1 to Chapter 25 of the HSN Explanatory
Notes and Chapter Note 1 of Chapter 25 of the first schedule to the Customs Tariff is not
fulfilled in the case at hand and as such the contention of the Noticee is not acceptable
on merits.

18.

lt has been furtherargued that Explanatory Note 11 to CTH 2825 stipulated that
the said heading covered only CaO in the pure state containing particularly no clay, iron
oxide, magnesium oxide, etc. and the product is obtained by precipitating calcium
carbonate. lt is the submission of the Noticee that the imported goods under
consideration are not obtained by precipitating calcium carbonate. The text of
Explanatory Notes is reproduced under for ease of reference:
Calcium oxide, hydroxide and peroxide: This heading covers only the
oxide (CaO) and the hydroxide tCa(OH)l in the pure state (i.e.
containing practically no clay, iron oxide, manganese oxide, etc)
such as the product obtained by calcining precipitated calcium carbonate.

The language employed in the above Explanatory Notes indicates that the products
covered under the said heading have been described as the oxide and hydroxide of
Calcium in its pure form. The expression 'such as'following the primary description of
the goods indicates that the same is only illustrative in nature but not exhaustive. The
Noticee have mis-interpreted the phrase 'such as the product obtained by calcining
precipitated calcium carbonate' to render the meaning that product obtained by
calcining precipitated calcium carbonate is only covered under the heading. However,
such interpretation is factually incorrect owing to the reason that the expression 'such
as'cannot be considered to be restrictive in nature. The expression "such as" was in
consideration before a Bench of two learned Judges of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in
9

the case of M/s Royal Hatcheries Pvt. Ltd. reported at 1994 AIR 666 and the
following observations were noted at para 15 of the said judgment:

So far as words "such as" are concerned, there is no dispute that
they are meant to be illustrative and not exhaustive. lt is, therefore,
unnecessary to refer to the decisions cited by the learned counsel for the
appellants on this aspect.

Further, it has been contended that that goods contained impurities. HSN
Explanatory Notes to heading 28.25 stipulate that the heading covers goods in pure
state. The general tetm'pure stafe' is followed by the text 'i.e. containing practically no
clay, iron oxide, manganese oxide, etc'. ln such cases the principles ol Ejusdem Generls
comes in play. Ejusdem Generis is a rule of construction wherein general words (as in a
statute) that follow specific words in a list must be construed as referring only to the
types of things identified by the specific words. Thus, the term 'pure state' has to be
construed in light of the succeeding specific words and would mean that goods
containing practically no clay, iron oxide, manganese oxide are covered under the
category of pure state. ln the instant case, the goods contain practically no clay, iron
oxide, manganese oxide which is evident from the various Material Test Certificates
submitted by the Noticee along with their reply daled 1.4.2022. Thus, the goods meet
the requirements of being in pure state as specified in the HSN Explanatory Notes to
1

8.1

heading 28.25.

18.2 The

Noticee have further contended that the goods imported by them were not
crystalline but in lump form and were not used for refractory lining of furnace as required
under Explanatory Note 11 to CTH 2825. However, the argument of the Noticee is misplaced in as much as the discussion regarding crystalline form of the goods is with
respect to 'Fused Lime' as evident from para 2 of the said Note which is reproduced
under:
(I
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The product'Fused Lime' is a distinct product which is obtained by fusing ordinary
Quick Lime. Whereas, the goods under consideration in the present case are'Quick
Lime' and as such the characteristics pertaining to fused lime will not be applicable to
the case at hand.

19.

lt has been submitted that Rule 3 of the General Rules for interpretation of the
schedule stipulated that if the goods are prima facie classifiable under one or more
headings, classification will be in a heading which provides a more general description.
However, this is not a case where the goods are prima facie classifiable under more
than one heading. Note 1(a) to Chapter 28 of the first schedule to the Customs

Tariff reads as under:
"Except where the context otherwise requires, the headings of this chapter
apply only to:
(a) Separate Chemical elements and separate chemically defined
compounds, whether or not containing impuities".
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The above note indicates that separate chemically defined compound whether or not
containing impurities would be aptly covered under Chapter 28. Calcium Oxide is a
separate chemically defined compound having empirical formula CaO and molecular
weight 26.08 g/mol alongwith its other specific properties. Thus, the above Chapter
Note confirms that CaO would appropriately fall under Chapter 28.

19.1 Further, Note 1 to Chapter 25 stipulates that the headings of the Chapter cover
products which are in the crude state. ln the instant case, the goods imported are not in
their crude state as discussed at para 17.3 above and as such the same are not
covered under the scope of Chapter 25. Further, Explanatory Notes to Heading 25.22
explicitly excludes purified Calcium Oxide and Calcium Hydroxide from its purview, ln
light of the said Explanatory Notes, the question of classification of Calcium Oxide under
Chapter Heading 2522 is absolutely ruled out. Resultantly, it is not a case where the
goods are prima facie classifiable under more than one heading and as such the ratio of
the case laws cited by the Noticee is not applicable to the facts of the case at hand.

20.

The Noticee have enclosed the case laws of N/s Lhoist lndia P Ltd. reported at
2008 (221) ELT 465 (AAR), M/s Palaniappan Chinnadurai reported al 2019 (21) GSTL
232 (AAR) and M/s Mettur Chemicals & lndl. Corp. Ltd. reported at 1994 (73) ELT 567
(T). lt is observed that the case laws of of N/s Lhoist lndia P Ltd. reported at2008 (221)
ELT 465 (AAR) and M/s Palaniappan Chinnadurai reported al 2019 (21) GSTL 232
(AAR) hold that Calcium Oxide of high purity is classifiable under CTH 2825 and as
such the same do not help the cause of the Noticee. As regards the case law of M/s
Mettur Chemicals & lndl. Corp. Ltd. reported at 1994 (73) ELT 567 (T) is concerned, it is
observed that a conclusive ruling has not been rendered and the matter has been
remanded back to the lower authorities and therefore, no inference can be drawn from
the said case law.

20.1 The Noticee have also made reference

to the case of M/s Bhadradri Minerals P.
Ltd. reported at2015 (324) ELT 395 (T). ln the said case the product was ruled under
Chapter 25 by referring to that part of the HSN Explanatory Note 11 under Tariff
Heading 28.25 which specifies the benchmark of 98% content of Calcium Oxide which
is evident from the following text of the ruling:

However, thls submrssio n is not suppofted by HSN Explanatory Note
reproduced above as well as the Board's Circular referred to and
dlscussed above. What is covered by Chapter 28.25 is Calcium Oxide
which is of 98% puriu or more. Admittedly in this case, the purity of the
bumt lime is 70 to 75% only. Therefore, in view of the Board's Circular
as well as HSN Explanatory Note, the product manufactured by the
respondent has to be c/assrfied under CTH 25.05 only.

The relevant text of HSN Explanatory Note which the specifies the benchmark of 98%
content of Calcium Oxide pertains to the product'fused lime' obtained by fusing ordinary
quicklime' as already discussed at pan 18.2 hereinabove. Since the product under
consideratlon is different in the case at hand, the ratio of the above case law would not
be applicable to the facts of the case at hand.

20.2 The Noticee have also relied upon Circular No. 11216/91-CX dated 10.7.1991.
For better appreciation of the relevant portion of the Board's Circular No. 11216/91-CX3
(Circular No. 18/91-CX3), dated 10-7-'1991 is reproduced below:
"A doubt has been raised as to whether in the light of Note (2) of Chapter
25 which states that Headinq No. 2505 does not cover products that have
been calcined etc., the burnt lime would g et excluded from Headinq No.
25t@. The point was drscussed in the 1st south zone Tariff-cum-General
Conference held at Hyderabad on and 23rd and 24th April, 1991 The
conference obseNed that Note 2 of Chapter 25 was amended in the
Budget of 1990 vide Nofe No- 106/90 C.E., dated 16-5-1990. As a result of
the amendment, the words 'except where their context otherwise requires'

.
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were incorporated at the beginning of Note 2 of Chapter 25 this
amendment was done with a view to aligning the Note with the
corresponding Note in HSN. With the incorporation of the words referred
to above, the burnt lime would merit classification under sub-heading No.
2505.60 notwithstanding the fact that the bumt lime is obtained by the
process of calcination. The Conference was, therefore, of the view that as
there was specific mention of lime under Heading No. 25.05 it meits
classification under that Heading.
The Board agrees with the decision of the conference. Accordingly, it
is claified that as there was a specific mention of lime under Heading
25.05 Burnt Lime would be appropriately classifiable under sub-heading
2505.60 ofthe schedule to CET Act, 1985".

2,

The underlined portion of the above text indicates that the discussion revolved around
the inclusions and exclusions under CTH 2505 in light of Chapter Note 2 of Chapter 25.
There is a sea change in the CTH and the Chapter Note since the Circular was issued
in the year 1991 . The relevant CTH 2505, existing as on date and during the period
under consideration, covers altogether different commodities of the main head 'Natural
Sands of all kinds, whether or not coloured, other than metal-bearing sands of Chapter
26'. Further, Chapter Note 2 discussed in the aforesaid Circular has also been changed
and Chapter Note 2 of Chapter 25 pertaining to the period under consideration reads as
under:

2. This Chapter does not cover :
(a) sublimed sulphur, precipitated sulphur and colloidal sulphur (heading
2802);
(b) eafth colours containing 70% or more by weight of combined iron
evaluated as Fe2O3 (heading 2821);
(c) medicaments and other products of Chapter 30;
(d) perfumery, cosmetic or toilet preparations (Chapter 33);
(e) dolomite ramming mix (heading 3816);
(, sefts, curbstones and flagstones (heading 6801); mosaic cubes or the
like (heading 6802); roofing, facing or damp course s/afes (heading 6803);
(g) precious or semi-precious stones (heading 7102 or 7103);
(h) cultured crystals (other than optical elements) weighing not less than
2.59 each, of sodium chloide or of magnesium oxide, of heading 3824;
optical elements of sodium chloride or of magnesium oxide (heading
9001);
(ij) billiard chalks (heading 9504); or
(k) writing or drawing chalks and tailors'chalks (heading 9609).

The above notes indicate that the same have nothing to do with the product under
consideration i.e. Quick Lime. Thus, I find that the clarification under Circular No.
11216191-CX dated 10.7.1991 is no longer applicable in view of the changes in the CTH
as well as the concerned Chapter Note.

.

ln view of the foregoing discussions, I find that the goods under consideration
merit classification under Chapter Heading No. 28259090. Resultantly, the differential
Customs duty of Rs. 33,17,870/- is liable to be recovered from the Noticee under

21

Section 28(1 ) of the Customs Act alongwith interest under Section 2BAA of the Customs
Act. Further, Customs Duty to the tune of Rs. 67,86,586/- paid under protest during the
period from 6.12.2020 to 31.8.2021 is required to be appropriated as legitimate payment
of Duty and the protest lodged by them in this regard is required to be dislodged.
Accordingly, I pass the following order:
ORDER

(i)

I reject the classification of Quick Lime under Chapter Tariff Heading No.25221000
as detailed at Annexure A & B to the Notice and classify the same under
Chapter Tariff Heading No.28259090;

-
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(ii)

I confirm the demand of differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs.33,17,8701
(Rupees Thirty Three Lakhs Seventeen Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy
only) as detailed in Annexure A to the Notice and order recovery of the same

in

terms of the provisions of Section 28(1) of the Customs Act, 1962;

(iii) I order

recovery of interest in terms of the provisions of Section 28AA of the
Customs Act, 1 962 on the above confirmed demand;

(iv) I order vacating of the protest lodged by them in respect of Customs Duty
amounting to Rs. 67,86,586/- (Rupees Sixty Seven Lakhs Eighty Six Thousand
Five Hundred and Eighty Six only) as detailed at Annexure B to the Notrce,
confirm the demand of the said Customs Duty in terms of the provisions of Section
28(1) of the Customs Act, 1 962 and order appropriation of the same towards s
confirmed demand.

<-+
(Lalit Prasad)
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Com m issioner
F.
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Dale: 13.07.2022

To
M/s. Chandan Steel Limited,
504, SukhSagar, N S Patker Marg (Hughes road),
Chowpatty, Mumbai - 400 007.

Copv to:

1.

The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Gujarat Customs Zone, Ahmedabad.

5.

website of Customs Commissionerate, Ahmedabad.
Guard File

2. The Additional Commissioner, Customs, TRC, HQ, Ahmedabad.
3. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, ICD Tumb.
4. The Superintendent(Systems), Customs, Ahmedabad for uploading on the official
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